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The news out today is that gunmaker Remington has offered to settle with the families of Sandy Hook
for. . . $33 million. You have to laugh. My readers know that number is nothing more than a signal
this whole story is fake. The lawsuit is fake, the trials are fake, and the reportage is fake. We already
knew that, since Sandy Hook was fake. Adam Lanza never existed. The big computers have never
heard of him, he has no death certificate, and no grave. He was made up by the CIA using his brother
Ryan's documents and photos, including Ryan's driver's license. So all these lawsuits are manufactured
as well, including the alleged lawsuit against Jim Fetzer. That was manufactured by the same people to
scare you off the subject. Didn't work on me. I can see through these people, and you should, too.
Is Remington's bankruptcy also fake? Maybe, maybe not. This may be a way to cover up some sort of
hostile takeover of the company. By whom? I don't know. . . maybe Blackrock? Just a guess.
In other fake news, Ecuador supposedly just revoked Julian Assange's citizenship. You realize this is
another fiction as well, right? Assange never lived in the Ecuadorian Embassy and is not currently in
Belmarsh Prison, as claimed. He is just another rich actor from the families being used as the face of
this Intel project. You are supposed to believe he was dumping classified information, but that was all
another ruse. Misdirection. CIA/MI6 decided to dump some low-level information to make you think
you were seeing inside the beast, when you weren't. They were hiding all the good stuff, as I have
shown. Have they told you anything of the big things I have? Nope. Like the fake QAnon, they just
constantly jerk your chain, to keep your eyes off the prize. Assange, like Snowden and Manning, is a
controlled leak, and all three are agents themselves. They pretty much admit that. With Snowden they
completely admit it, since he came right out of Intel. He was CIA working for NSA. He is still CIA,
and he and Assange and Manning and many others were created to draw your attention. They are
“eyes off” projects. They want you wasting your time reading their documents and chasing their clues,
since that keeps you off your own research.
As I have shown, they have levels of misdirection tailored to everyone, and this is just slightly more
sophisticated misdirection. Their main job is to keep people off my research. All three arose soon after
I hit the scene and my numbers began going superviral. They were heavily promoted by the
mainstream, along with QAnon, to create noise around me and drown me out. They have had only a
very limited success, since my numbers continued to spike, requiring outright censorship. Google is
now removing my name from all searches, Twitter and Youtube are deleting all mention of me, and so
on. It STILL isn't working, since they were too late: so many people now know of me that I can
continue to exist and grow only on word of mouth. Big Tech hasn't yet figured out how to squelch
word of mouth, though it is doing its best. That is part of what lockdowns are about: it stops people
from talking about me in coffee shops, restaurants, and other in-person gatherings. It stops people from
talking on the street. Facemasks do the same thing, since facemasks also deter direct communication.
People don't like talking through those things to faceless people. However, people are also creating
work-arounds to that, using private online forums and other methods to chat and communicate. Plus,
people still have phones. The government is actually censoring text messages, but that just drives

people to real calls. Are they actively disconnecting real phone calls? Probably, although the go-to
method up to now has only been eavesdropping. That is supposed to scare you away from speaking
freely, but a lot of people are graduating past that bluff as well. Let them listen. We want them to
know we are on to them. We want them to know at what levels we oppose them. You should use this
opportunity to speak louder and more freely.
You should also be on the street talking to your fellow citizens. You should be next door talking to
your neighbors. Don't let them scare you away from that. BLM and Antifa are also fake, so you have
nothing to fear from those actors. They probably aren't active in your town, and if they are they aren't
real. They are pussy actors who you can walk around with no problem. They are only pretend
punching one another. If you are worried about being harassed and don't like to throw real punches,
carry some real mace and hose the assholes. They are only carrying the orange-icing pretend mace. If
they were really tough guys, they wouldn't be doing what they are doing.

